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“Remake” from the forthcoming album “Skebobruk
session” (release Sep 2014), it was recorded in a huge
house, with a brewery and a pub in the basement.
The house was also haunted, you can ask our lead
singer Martin about that.
We headed 50 minutes north of Stockholm with two cars
packed to the max. We set up our instruments, budget microphones, cables, stands and a tired lap top to record on.
But what a room! The view, the location, the windows, the
sound and also, that ghost.
“Remake” is about opening your eyes and trying to change
your path, or else your life will become a remake that no one
likes.
Take care friends and take a stand against hate and ignorance.
Don´t let others decide what you think.
We hope to see you at our shows, and remember you can always ask Martin about that ghost.
Lots of love,
The Ballroom Band
Video: http://youtu.be/1fsGqFkPmZU
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Biography

The internationally acclaimed Honky-Tonk heroes The Ballroom Band has
so far proved to all both live and on their previous albums that they know
their alt Folk N Country. The Alternative Roots Magazine listed them as no 6 in
Europe in June 2013, so things are really looking up for TBB.
We are are still in love with the things that bands did in the late 60s & early 70s,
when a great album was like a musical mystery tour and a magical lesson in
musical knowledge, and not just a single piece of new merchandise to be flawed.
This is the music that we love and treasure, hold and behold and we’re sure that
there’s more than a few of you real music lovers out there that shares our passion in what music actually can do for us humans!
Influences: The Band, Steve Earle, AC/DC, Pouges, Waterboys & Wilco

Members of the band
MARTIN FRONTMAN - Lead vocal & ac guitar
PELLE ANDERSSON - Accordion, mandolin & piano
JONAS LÖNNGREN - Guitars, Banjo & lap steel
CLAS LASSBO - Double bass & Electric bass
PETER HJERPE - Drums
Appears on recordings and major live events:
Rikard Brandén - Guitars & pedal steel

“ This is a party band and my guess would be you’d
need one hell of a party to out do them.”
The Alternative Roots Magazine (US)

Musically it´s close to “Harvest Moon” by Neil Young
Anders Lundqvist - Obladoo (SWE)

“An absolute treat, check it out – I dare you.”
Mike Lawrence - COUNTRY MUSIC CAPITAL NEWS (AUS)

“ I love this band... want to sit and listen to every word he sings ”
Jo Rae Di Menno - Johnny Cash & South by Southwest Music Festival (US)

“Think Emmylou Harris, think The Band, think Dylan and Merle Haggard, but with a Swedish
accent, that summarizes The Ballroom Band.”- Zero Magazine (SWE)

It´s difficult to believe this ain’t Nashville.”
- Fatea Magazine (UK)

“genuine and loving”
- Gefle Dagblad (SWE)
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Videos & Live sessions
Remake
Link: http://youtu.be/1fsGqFkPmZU

Every Single flower
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S-vEIyk0FQU

the jester - unplugged
Link: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bhSHX7FlR3s
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